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Can you translate words in a picture

Open the Mac App Store to purchase and download apps. Turn your camera into a Photo Translator.Just take the photo and get the translation right away. The translation text will be rendered directly in the original text.√ Automatic Language Detection√ Translate Offline √ more advanced OCR technology√ the most advanced AI translation technology√ 100+
supported languagespremium SUBSCRIPTIONS√ Completely ad-free√ Automatic language detection√ Unlimited photo translation√ 100+ supported languagesYou can upgrade to Premium with Premium with One-Time or Subscription Purchase Options:- an annual subscription (which comes with a 3-day free trial).- a monthly subscription – Payment will be
charged to the iTunes account on the purchase confirmation.– The subscription automatically renews unless auto-renewal is turned off at least 24 hours before the end of the current period.– The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period.– The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of
the current period.– The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period.– The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period.– The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period.– The account will be charged for renewal within 24
hours prior to the end of the current period.– The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period.– The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period.– The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period.– The account will be charged
for renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period.– The account will be charge , and identify the cost of renewal.– Subscriptions can be managed by the user and auto-renewal can be disabled by going to the user's account settings after purchase.– Any unused portion of a free trial period, if offered, will be lost when the user purchases a
subscription to such publication, where applicable. Privacy: January 7, 2021 Version 2.8.9 - UI Bug Fixes- Fix some deprecated APIs After restarting and redownloading the app I was able to get it to work again. This app is really great, but it definitely needs some twists worked. The problem I was having was that it wouldn't let me change the language options,
so it was stuck in English to English, which made the app effectively useless. When you try to change the language, the application would close. I had bought an antique set of small wood carvings many years ago. They told me at the tine that they thought the pieces were a Mongolian chess game. Ok. Lately I searched and found definitive information from a
source in France. That person in turn told me about the world's leading authority on this and was advised to find his book for authoritative information. I found the book on a London dealer website. I asked for it and it came. Of course it was in Italian. Although I have a small amount of Italian the detail in the text overwhelmed my capabilities. I found the app and
bought it. In a nut words he was able to easily translate the relevant parts of the book and was able to delve into what I had been interested in that made me make this purchase of these amazing antiques in Budapest. He could not have been happier as to his ease use and technical capabilities. I wholeheartedly recommend this app. He tried the second photo
(after signing for the 3-day trial) of a second Christian hymn in Hindi in the Indian church: he provided a good OCR copy of the exact same text on my page - but still in Hindi!!! I tried to specify Hindi-To - English but no change - still sharp digital text image of exactly the same page as already in front of me - but no translation has taken place - an Indian brother
told me in the lord that this may be because the hymn book had Hindi text not in the native characters, but as phonetic Roman characters so it was not recognized as Hindi, so the app simply reprinted the Roman English characters as they appeared without translating them into English - Perjaps, will photograph some Hindi characters below; but it seems like
a serious mot flaw to recognize Hindi written in all 26 characters of the English/American alphabet! The developer, EVOLLY. APP, indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you through applications and websites
owned by other companies: Location Identifier Usage Data The following data may be collected, but is not linked to your identity: Location identifier usage data diagnostic privacy practices may vary, for example, depending on the characteristics you use or your age. Learn more website from the Privacy Policy app website Open the Mac App Store to purchase
and download apps. Translate Photo and instantly recognize and translate menu texts from restaurants, magazines, websites, traffic signals, books, etc. into over 100 languages. By studying a foreign language or traveling abroad, Translate Photo makes your life easier than ever! Just take a photo of some text with your mobile, tap on the screen and get the
translated text in a second! Yes, it doesn't just sound so easy, it really is! TRY IT NOW! Translate Photo uses the latest in-depth neural network, combined with cloud image recognition technology, to recognize image text with high accuracy and translate it into multiple languages. Translate key photo functions:- Intelligent document border detection: detects
the edges of a document automatically and allows you to scan and translate your documents instantly;- Advanced Optical Character Recognition (OCR): instantly converts your scanned documents into text;- Edit scan images: apply filters, crop, adjust contrast, Rotate scanned documents;- Multi-language: and OCR translations for multiple languages;- Text-to-
Voice listen: - Multi-share: share scanned documents or translated texts with friends and family, print and send translations by email or text message.***Note: The free version may be subject to limitations (e.g. the number of daily translations), which are subject to change***Take advantage of premium features:- Unlimited translations- -hoose of different
subscription options. Our standard subscription options are:* 1 month subscription* 1-year subscription*Subscription with a free trial period will automatically renew to a paid subscription. You can cancel your subscription in iTunes settings at least 24 hours before the end of the free trial period. Subscription payments it will be charged to your iTunes account
on your purchase confirmation and at the beginning of each renewal period.*Please note that any unused portion of a free trial period (if offered) will be lost when you purchase a premium subscription during the free trial period.*You can cancel a free trial or subscription at any time by canceling your subscription through your iTunes account settings. This
must be done 24 hours before the end of a free trial or subscription period to avoid being charged. Cancellation will take effect the day after the last day of the current subscription period, and will be degraded to the free service. For full access to all Translate Photo features, you will need to allow access to the following: *Camera – so you can translate text
names and objects after taking a photo;*Photos – so you can translate text names and objects into your existing photos. Forget the language barriers! Enjoy a new way to translate the world around you! Just translate the photo! EULA: Privacy December 23, 2020 Version 4.11 Thank you for being with us. Here's what's new: • Various bug fixes and usability
improvements • We love to hear from our users! If you have any questions or comments regarding Translate Photo, please contact us directly in the app (Settings, scroll down and tap Comments) or through attributeltd.tech@gmail.com. No matter what the score is, it's a great app. People are upset because they can't translate the same type of language. For
example, you might be in Mexico and want to use the app, but use the most basic form of the language instead of all 22 countries forming Spanish. I tried several times on a 16 pt 1 character label and other more complicated labels, each scan was not recognized. I tried to figure out the cousin I needed more practice, but in the end there was no amount of
effort I could read any Chinese labels. I'm sorry, it's a great idea, if it worked. Maybe he'll get better with age. Also, be careful with its privacy policy is quite broad, maybe it's worth it for the feature, but now I delete or hope, as it says they can use the data even when you don't use the app? Geotag every menu that proves this to me and sells the data, it might
be the idea of someone being fun, but not mine unfortunately. If I could give him less than one star, I would. I tried so many times to translate Japanese into English, but I wouldn't scan the words at all. He'd give me a loading screen and then tell me I couldn't do it no matter what I tried. So, in addition to since I had the free version I could only scan 3 times, so
when I was getting bugs I was also removing the times I could scan an image on. This app needs some serious work if you ever want to be good because from what I see this app is rubbish. The developer, Attribute, indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The
following data may be collected, but is not linked to your identity: Data privacy practices for using purchase location identifiers may vary, for example, depending on the characteristics you use or your age. Learn more about the app support privacy policy of the developer website
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